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Abstract. Permutation ambiguity of the classical ICA may cause prob-
lems in feature extraction for pattern classification. To solve that, we
include a selective prior for de-mixing coefficients into the classical ICA.
Since the prior is constructed upon the classification information from
the training data, we refer to the proposed ICA model with a selective
prior as a supervised ICA. We formulate the learning rule for the super-
vised ICA by taking a form of the natural gradient approach, and then
investigate the performance of the supervised ICA in facial expression
recognition from the aspects of both the correct rate of recognition and
the robustness to the number of independent components.

1 Introduction

In facial expression recognition, some facts suggest that ICA might be more effec-
tive than PCA in feature extraction. Facial expression consists of those features
standing for minor, non-rigid, local variations of faces, which are usually less sig-
nificant in PCA bases than those for lighting, head pose, and personal difference.[1]
Further, the phase spectrum, related to higher-order statistics, contains more
structural information in images that drives human perception than the power
spectrum. [2] The importance of higher-order statistics in natural images to the
response properties of cortical cells has been explored in Refs. [3] [4] [5], and the
extraction of higher-order statistics by means of ICA was discussed in Ref.[6]. ICA
has been applied to the face recognition in Ref.[2] and to the facial expression anal-
ysis in Ref.[7], where the efficiency of ICA was verified.

In the classical ICA, the derived independent components are fully exchange-
able in order, i.e., permutation ambiguity, where the original order provides no
information on the significance of components in discrimination. A feature selec-
tion is necessary to be performed along with the feature extraction. The selection
can be applied before, after or during ICA. In Ref.[2], Best Individual Feature
(BIF) selection was adopted where features were chosen according to some de-
fined criteria individually. Methods by means of Sequential Forward Selection
(SFS) and Sequential Floating Forward Selection (SFFS) were also proposed.
[8] Since the selection is performed after ICA, the features are limited to be
chosen from the set of the obtained independent components. To create a can-
didate set with enough representative features in discrimination, a large number
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of independent components should be learned, which may be computationally
expensive. It is meaningful to search for a way to affect the selection of features
before or during ICA. GEMC [9] makes a selection before ICA by heuristically
replacing PCA with a discriminant analysis as the pre-processing to ICA, which
still lacks a mathematical explanation. ICA in a local facial residue space is also
proposed for face recognition, which can be regarded as using the pre-specified
residue space to limit the selection of independent components before applying
ICA. [10]

In the present paper, we consider an approach to implement the feature selec-
tion during the learning of independent components. A constraint ICA has been
proposed for the analysis of EEG signals, where all components should be sparse
and close to a supplied reference signal by including a correlation term. [11] In
our case, we try to design a method to let those components with higher degree
of class separation emerge easier than others. The classical ICA in Ref.[12] was
shown to be derivable under the scheme of Maximum Log-Likelihood (MLL)
estimation. [13] Instead of using the uniform prior for de-mixing coefficients in
MLL, we take the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation. A prior defined on
the degree of class separation is introduced on the de-mixing coefficients, which
in turn increases the probability of the corresponding independent component
to be significant in classification.

In Section 2, we will formulate the supervised ICA and give the algorithm for
facial expression recognition. In Section 3, numerical experiments are made and
the performance of our proposed algorithm is investigated by making comparison
with the classical ICA. We also discuss on the influence of the introduced selective
prior. Finally, we summarize the present paper and explain our future work.

2 Supervised Independent Component Analysis

We first formulate the supervised ICA. Let Y = [y(ki)|k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}, i ∈
{1, · · · , Nk}] be the matrix of N observed samples from K classes with Nk

samples in the k-th class and satisfy N =
∑K

k=1 Nk. The i-th sample of class k,
y(ki) = [y(ki)

1 , · · · , y
(ki)
D ]T , is a D-dimensional vector. Provided Y as the train-

ing data set, the classical ICA assumes that these samples are generated from
Q statistically independent sources. S = [s(ki)|k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}, i ∈ {1, · · · , Nk}]
represents the signals generated by those sources, where s(ki) = [s(ki)

1 , · · · , s
(ki)
Q ]T

corresponds to y(ki). Those signals from different sources are linearly mixed, i.e.,
Y = V S, where the D-row Q-column matrix V is for the mixing coefficients.
The purpose of ICA is to search for the coefficients V that makes the sources
as statistically independent as possible. If we let W = V −1 be the inverse (or
pseudo-inverse) of V , W is the de-mixing matrix and satisfies S = WY . For any
sample y, the extracted feature in ICA will be s = Wy. Note that we consider
the noiseless case of ICA in the present paper.

The learning rule proposed by Bell and Sejnowski[12] could also be derived
by maximizing the log-likelihood criterion, i.e., VICA = arg maxV log P (Y |V ).[13]
Motivated by the reasons described in the introduction, we search for a way to
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make a selection of features during ICA so that those independent components
with higher degree of class separation are easier to emerge than others, which is
achieved by introducing a prior distribution for the coefficients. We derive the
learning rule of V by maximizing the following criterion,

VsICA = arg max
V

log P (V |Y ) = arg max
V

[log P (Y |V ) + log P (V )]. (1)

As in the classical ICA, log P (Y |V ) is derived as [12]

log P (Y |V ) = log
∫

P (Y |V, S)P (S)dS

= log
∫ ∏

d

∏

k

∏

i

δ{y
(ki)
d −

∑

q

(Vdqs
(ki)
q )}

∏

k

∏

i

∏

q

Pq{s(ki)
q }dS

= −N log |V | +
∑

k

∑

i

∑

q

log Pq{
∑

d

[V −1]qdy
(ki)
d } (2)

with δ{x} being the Dirac delta function. Without special explanations, k varies
from 1 to K while i varies from 1 to Nk for the suffixes of summation here and
hereafter. We define the prior as follows:

P (V ) = P (W ) =
∏

q

Pw(wq), Pw(w) =
1

Zw
exp{λw[Mbc(Y ) − Mwc(Y )]wT },(3)

where wq = [wq1, · · · , wqD],W = [wT
1 , · · · , wT

Q]T . Zw is the partition function
while Mbc(Y ) and Mwc(Y ) are the between-class scatter matrix and within-class
scatter matrix, defined by Eq.(4).

Mbc(Y ) =
1
N

∑

k

Nk||y(k) − y||2, Mwc(Y ) =
1
N

∑

k

∑

i

||y(ki) − y(k)||2. (4)

We define Ms(Y ) = Mbc(Y )−Mwc(Y ) for short. y(k) represents the mean vector
for samples in class k and y is the mean value for all samples. λ is a hyper-
parameter introduced to control the influence of the prior. For λ > 0, an in-
dependent component whose de-mixing coefficients are of larger degree of class
separation will have a higher prior probability. We maximize the MAP criterion

log P (V |Y ) = log P (W |Y )

= N log |W | +
∑

k

∑

i

∑

q

log Pq{
∑

d

wqdy
(ki)
d } + λ

∑

q

wqMs(Y )wT
q + Const(5)

under the constraints of ||wq|| = 1 for all q ∈ {1, · · · , Q}, by differentiating the
criterion with respect to wqd according to the following rule, i.e.,

∂

∂wqd
log |W | = [W−1]dq = Vdq. (6)
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The differential reads

∂ log P (Y,W )
∂wqd

= NVdq +
∑

k

∑

i

P
′

q(
∑

d

wqdy
(ki)
d )

Pq(
∑

d

wqdy
(ki)
d )

y
(ki)
d + 2λ

∑

l

wql[Ms(Y )]ld. (7)

We take Pq(x) ∝ 1/ cosh(x) and rewrite these differential equations for all wqd

into a compact form as one matrix differential which is defined as component-
wise differentiation, i.e.,

∂ log P (Y,W )
∂W

= N{V T − 1
N

tanh[S]Y T +
2λ

N
WMs(Y )}, (8)

where tanh[S] means the calculation of tanh over all elements in matrix S. Due
to the existence of inverse matrix V which is computationally expensive in the
iterative learning, we adopt the natural gradient approach, proposed by Amari
[14], to derive the learning rule:

∆W=η

{
∂ log P (Y,W )

∂W

}

WT W=Nη{I − 1
N

tanh[S]ST+
2λ

N
WMs(Y )WT }W,(9)

where η is the learning rate. Comparing with the classical ICA, our supervised
ICA holds a prior term for de-mixing coefficients.

When applied to facial expression recognition, the supervised ICA is per-
formed on the PCA coefficients instead of directly on the image data X, i.e.,
Y = WPCAX. WPCA is the matrix of PCA eigenvectors. Since all eigen-vectors
that correspond to nonzero eigen-values in PCA are adopted, there is no infor-
mation lost during this preprocessing. The updating rule is finally derived as
follows:

W (t+1) = W (t) + Nη{I − 1
N

tanh[S(t)][S(t)]T +
2λ

N
W (t)Ms(Y )[W (t)]T }W (t). (10)

The algorithm for the supervised ICA is summarized in Table 1 and the fi-
nal bases for extracting features are computed as WF = WWPCA. Instead of
using a Lagrange multiplier, we simply implement the constraint ||wq|| = 1 in
Step (b) of Table 1. Exactly, the scale of wq should not affect the sparseness
of derived components in the classical ICA, i.e., scale ambiguity. As a fix-point
learning algorithm, the behavior of convergence is still not fully predictable. The
introduction of Step (b) requires a different learning rate and a different con-
vergence threshold. Therefore, it is difficult to make a precise analysis on the
influence of Step (b). From numerical experiments, whose data are not given
in the present paper, we have found no significant differences in the recogni-
tion rate caused by applying Step (b) to the classical ICA. For the supervised
ICA, the constraint ||wq|| = 1 is required to stabilize the influence of the prior
term, which also helps improve the convergence behavior of the algorithm. Let
X̂ = [xn|n ∈ {1, · · · , N̂}] be the matrix by putting all testing images into dif-
ferent columns and N̂ be the number of samples in the testing set. We define
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Table 1. The learning algorithm of the supervised ICA

a) Initialize W and calculate Mbc(Y ) − Mwc(Y );
b) Normalize W by rows so that ||wq|| = 1;
c) Calculate S from S = WY ;
d) Calculate ∆W ;
e) Update W by W ← W + ∆W ;
f) Calculate log P (Y, W ). If the difference between two iter-

ations is less than a threshold, exit. If not, repeat (b) to (f).

Z = {zn ∈ {1, · · · ,K}|n ∈ {1, · · · , N̂}} as the true classified labels for observed
data, and define a recognition rate as

rc =
1

N̂

N̂∑

n=1

δ(zn, z∗n), (11)

where δ(x, y) is the Kronecker delta. z∗n is the estimated label value which is
estimated according to the following criterion

z∗n = arg min
k

||sn − Wy(k)||2 (12)

and sn = WFxn. A block diagram for the whole process is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A block diagram for the processing flows in both the learning phase and the
running phase of facial expression recognition. All input image data will be normalized
in face position and histogram-equalized as pre-processings.

3 Experiments and Discussions

In the following numerical experiments, we will focus on the comparison be-
tween the supervised ICA and the classical ICA under same conditions to in-
vestigate the effect by introducing the prior term and by changing the hyper-
parameter λ. We use the Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) Database
[15], which includes 213 images in total. These images are aligned in face posi-
tion and histogram-equalized. Some samples are given in Fig. 2. We pick up 76
images to form the training set, where at least one image from each character is
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Normal Happiness Anger Fear Disgust Sadness Surprise

Fig. 2. Some samples in our numerical experiments from the JAFFE database

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Recognition rate rc is plotted as a function of the number of independent
components NIC under different λ for (a) the training set of samples and (b) the
testing set. The supervised ICA (sICA) outperforms the classical ICA, especially for
a median NIC.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Recognition rate rc is plotted as a function of λ at different NIC for (a) the
training set of samples and (b) the testing set. The learning rate η is set to be 0.00001
for all the cases. A properly selected λ helps improve the performance.

included. The obtained bases are tested both on the training set and a testing
set consisting of the remaining 137 images. All images are resized to 32 × 40
pixels. Thus the dimension of xn is 1280 and the dimension of PCA-projected
data Y is D = 75.

We first plot the recognition rate rc as a function of the number of independent
components (NIC), which is equal to Q in Section 2, for the training set and
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Fig. 5. Degree of class separation ds(w) is plotted for the case of NIC = 35. Each
vertical bar stands for one independent component. Starting from the same initial
values denoted by the rectangles, the final values of ds(w) for both the cases
λ = 0.0 and λ = 0.4 are given by the triangles and the stars, respectively.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Recognition rate rc is plotted as a function of NF, which is the number of
features we select, for sICA with BIF, sICA without BIF, the classical ICA with BIF
and PCA with BIF. (a) Result for the training set. (b) Result for the testing set. We
can find that since the supervised ICA provides a better set of candidate features,
the supervised ICA with BIF selection has the best performance.

the testing set under different λ values in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. The
learning rate η is set to be 0.00001 for all cases. We find that higher recognition
rates have been achieved by including the selective prior for almost all NIC
values, which suggest that a better set of candidate features can be found by
the supervised ICA. In Fig. 4 (a) and (b), we further investigate the transition
of recognition rate as a function of λ at different NIC. From both the cases of
training set and testing set, the recognition rates first ascend with the increase
of λ and then descend when λ gets too large and causes a heavy bias on the
sparseness of the obtained independent components. A tradeoff between the
sparseness and the discrimination degree should be taken to achieve the best
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results. We define the degree of class separation ds(w) = wMs(Y )wT , plotted in
Fig. 5 for the case of NIC = 35. Each vertical bar represents one independent
component. Starting from the same initial values denoted by the rectangles,
the final values of ds(w) for both the cases λ = 0.0 and λ = 0.4 are given by
the triangles and the stars, respectively. For all components, the ratio of class
separation increases with a large λ, which proves the effect of the prior term. As
a result, those components with higher degree of class separation improve the
recognition rate. For training, sICA is several times slower than ICA. The speed
is same in the testing phase.

Although several methods of feature selection after the learning of ICA were
proposed in Ref.[8], they are also applicable to our approach. The supervised
ICA intends to search for a candidate set of features with higher degree of class
separation than the classical ICA, by selecting features from which even better
recognition rate can be achieved. In Fig. 6(a) and (b), we make a comparison be-
tween four methods, i.e., the supervised ICA with Best Individual Feature(BIF)
selection, the supervised ICA without BIF, the classical ICA with BIF, and PCA
with BIF. In the BIF selection of the present paper, all features are sorted in
descendant order of their degree of class separation ds(w), and then the first NF
features are selected for classification. We note that the supervised ICA with BIF
gives the best performance, which verifies the capacity of the supervised ICA in
learning a better candidate set of features. We also find that the supervised ICA
without BIF still outperforms the classical ICA with BIF, which confirms the
robustness of the supervised ICA in recognition rate by learning those indepen-
dent components with higher degree of class separation from samples when a
median NIC is used. Although BIF improves the robustness of the performance
over the whole range of NF, the best recognition rate does not change much
only by means of BIF selection for the same learning algorithm, as depicted in
Figs. 6 (a) and (b). This result suggests that learning a candidate set of features
with higher degree of class separation might be more important than performing
a post selection, which is the point where the supervised ICA outperforms the
classical ICA.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In the present paper, we have proposed a supervised ICA for facial expression
recognition by performing the feature selection along with the learning of ICA. A
selective prior has been introduced to the classical ICA and the MAP estimation
is applied to derive the learning rule. We made numerical experiments to inves-
tigate the influence of new prior term and make comparison with the classical
ICA. Our method shows better performance than the classical ICA, especially
in increasing the recognition rate under a median number of independent com-
ponents. There are still some problems left for us to study, such as the decision
of optimal λ and the design of a better learning algorithm for faster and more
robust convergence. Investigation on various priors is also a part of our future
work.
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